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Effect of a random noise on scaling laws of finite Prandtl number
rotating convection near threshold
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A generalized Swift-Hohenberg model including a weak random forcing, viewed as mimicking the intrinsic
source of noise due to boundary defects, is used to reproduce the experimentally observed power-law variation
of the correlation length of rotating convection patterns as a function of the stress parameter near threshold, and
to demonstrate the sensitivity of the exponent to the amplitude of the superimposed random noise. The scaling
properties of rotating convection near threshold are thus conjectured to be nonuniversal.
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PACS number~s!: 47.27.Te, 47.20.Lz, 47.52.1j, 47.54.1r
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Rotating convection is often viewed as a paradigm for
transition to spatiotemporal chaos because of the destab
tion near threshold of straight parallel rolls when the rotat
rate t ~defined as the square root of the Taylor number,
twice the Rossby number! exceeds a critical valuetKL . This
instability, named after Ku¨ppers and Lortz~KL ! @1#, leads in
the weakly nonlinear regime to a time-dependent dynam
with the formation of interpenetrating patches of straight p
allel rolls whose directions randomly tilt by an angle close
60°. Recent laboratory experiments performed at Pra
numberP50.93 andP50.83 in a cylindrical container@2,3#
reveal the existence of power laws for the variation of
time average J of the correlation length j5(^k2&
2^k&2)21/2 with the normalized distance from thresholde

5(R2Rc) /Rc . Here ^u&5*uuŴ(k)u2d2k/* uŴ(k)u2d2k,
Ŵ(k) is the horizontal Fourier transform of the convecti
mode andk5uku. Two different power laws are obtained
depending on the magnitude ofe: for small e, the measured
exponent is close to20.2, while it approaches20.75 at
larger values of the stress parameter~Fig. 29 in @2#, Fig. 18
in @3#!, for which the formation of targets whose diamet
barely exceeds a wavelength is observed. The first expo
was unexpected since a value20.5 is predicted by
Ginzburg-Landau-type models, at least in the absence o
tation. Numerical simulations of a Swift-Hohenberg~SH!
model including rotation in a periodic geometry@4#, showed
two power laws forJ versuse, but with exponents of20.5
and21. This model, however, does not include a mean fl
and is restricted to large Prandtl numbers.

In this Rapid Communication we address the problem
the framework of a generalized SH model for finite Pran
number fluids, derived in@5#. Although lateral boundary con
ditions play an important role in defects generation, we k
periodic boundary conditions in the horizontal direction
Furthermore, very long simulations being required, o
moderate resolutions~1283128 or 2563256 collocation
points! were used, thus retaining a number of rolls sma
than in the laboratory experiments reported in@2# and @3#.
The amplitudeW of the temperature or of the vertical velo
ity mode and the stream functionC associated with the hori
zontal mean flow obey
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t0] tW5@e2~D11!2#W2N~W,C! ~1!

@] t2P~n1D!#DC5~“DW3“W!• ẑ

1a6@~DW!21“W•“DW#

1a7D~W2!, ~2!

whereM5W21u¹Wu2 and

N~W,C!5MW1a1“W•“M1a2~“W3“M!• ẑ

1a3~“W3“C!• ẑ.

The coefficientst0 , a1 ,...,a7 depend onP andt. Rigid top
and bottom boundary conditions are modeled by the frict
coefficient n5p2/qc

2 ~where qc denotes the critical wave
number! and by the coefficienta7 which originates from the
vertical Reynolds stress. In the absence of rotation,a2 , a4 ,
a5 , and a6 vanish, leading to a generalization of Mann
ville’s model @6#.

The above system was integrated forP51.2. When sam-
pling the values of the parameterse and t, a qualitative
agreement is obtained with the experimental phase diag
displayed in Fig. 7 of@2#, although the curves bounding th
various regions are slightly shifted in the model. At sm
rotation, a direct transition is obtained when increasinge,
from straight parallel rolls to spiral-defect chaos@7,8# ~the
intermediate region corresponding toS-shaped structures re
quires lateral walls and was obtained in the simulations
the present model in cylindrical geometry@9#!. Above the
critical rotationtKL , KL fronts are observed for small value
of e, separating domains of straight rolls whose size
creases gradually ase is increased. For larger values ofe, the
rolls develop a significant curvature and small targets fo
like in the experiment@Fig. 1~d!#. A quantitative difference
between these two regimes is seen in the time variation
the correlation length displayed in Fig. 2 fort548, with e
50.1 ande50.44. Fore50.1, we observe a few large ex
cursions corresponding to an almost complete ‘‘relamin
ization’’ of the pattern, where all front defects are eliminat
and quasi-straight rolls covering the entire box are form
These rare events disappear for largere.
R4745 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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The large excursions seen near threshold can be un
stood in the context of a three-mode dynamical system
Volterra type @10#, where heteroclinic orbits connect thre
unstable fixed points associated with states of perfe
straight parallel rolls, making an angle of 60° between the
Generic solutions approach these heteroclinic orbits
spend more and more time near the fixed points. This beh
ior is not observed in the experiments because of the str
sensitivity of such a system to perturbations which, by
small deviation of the trajectory, lead to significant chang
in the subsequent evolution. In order to reproduce the c
tinuous destabilization process leading to the succes
changes in the orientation of the rolls, a random noise w
introduced to prevent trapping@11#. As an alternative, spatia
coupling was suggested to be the main source of inte
noise in extended systems@12#.

Our results are consistent with this picture. The simu
tions involving only 16 rolls are extremely sensitive to t
numerical noise, which at smalle affects the time-average
correlation lengthJ itself. A strong sensitivity to the aspec
ratio of the convection cell is also observed: when increas
the resolution of our simulations to 2562 with N532 rolls,

FIG. 1. Convective patterns in the caset548 for e50.1 ~a!,
e50.14 ~b!, e50.3 ~c!, ande50.44 ~d!.

FIG. 2. Time variation of the correlation lengthj for P51.2,
t548 at e50.1 ~upper curve! and e50.44 ~lower curve! for a
number of rollsN516.
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the relaminarization events are almost suppressed@Figs. 3~a!
and 4~a!#. Indeed, since the typical distance between fro
defects depends one but not on the aspect ratio, increasin
the size of the box increases the number of fronts and t
the spatial coupling, which inhibits the relaminarization.

In the simulations withN532, we clearly distinguish an
early-time regime characterized by patches of quasi-stra
rolls of different orientations interspersed with isolated d
fects, cellular regions and some small targets@Fig. 5~a!#, and
a long-time regime during which rolls have a dominant o

FIG. 3. Time variation of the correlation lengthj for P51.2,
t548, e50.14, andN516 rolls for the unperturbed system~a!
and in the presence of noise of amplitude 1.2531024 ~b! and
531024 ~c!.

FIG. 4. Time variation of the correlation lengthj for P51.2,
t548, e50.14, andN532 rolls for the unperturbed system~a! and
in the presence of noise of amplitude 1.2531024 ~b!.
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entation, variable in time, and are transversally broken
KL fronts @Fig. 5~b!#. As seen from the time variation of th
correlation length@Fig. 4~a!#, the transition between thes
two phases is quite abrupt. The time-averaged correla
length considered in the following is computed on this lat
regime.

Since the dynamics appears to be extremely unstable
expect a strong sensitivity of the correlation length to
wall defects which form with realistic boundary condition
In order to simply mimic their effect, we resorted, as a fi
step, to just add, a random noise to the SH type model
amplitude, probably larger than in the actual laboratory
periments, was taken as independent ofe ~but decreasing
with the size of the box!, and sufficient to have a measurab
effect while preserving the global structure of the patter
We thus added to Eq.~1! a white noise, distributed on th
Fourier modes in the wave number range 1<k<20 with a
constant amplitude of order 1024 ~a comparable magnitud
for the r.m.s. amplitude of the forcing is obtained in physic
space!. At the level of the correlation length, this perturb
tion strongly reduces the amplitude of the peaks, as s
conspicuously in Figs. 3 and 4 forN516 andN532, respec-
tively. Note that for the latter resolution, the previously me
tioned transition between the two phases is significantly
layed in the presence of noise, which tends to inhibit
relaminarization. An effect analogous to the reduction of
peak amplitude is the variation of the correlation length w

FIG. 5. Typical snapshots of convective patterns forP51.2, t
548, e50.14, andN532 rolls at short time~a! and at long time
~b!, in the absence of noise.

FIG. 6. Time-averaged correlation lengthJ vs e for t548 and
N516 rolls without noise~crosses! and with a random noise~bul-
lets! of amplitudes 1.2531024, 2.531024, 3.7531024, and 5.0
31024 ~from top to bottom!. Curves are labeled by the correspon
ing slope.
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the rotation ratet, which for t close totKL presents a maxi-
mum much sharper in the simulations~Fig. 3 of @9#! than in
the laboratory experiments~Fig. 28 of @2#!.

As can be seen in Figs. 6 and 7, we also observe
varying the noise amplitude has a strong effect~depending
on the number of rolls! on the scaling of the time-average
correlation lengthJ with e. In the absence of noise and
small e the scaling exponent is close to20.5 in the simula-
tions withN516 ~Fig. 6!. In this setting, as the noise ampl
tude is increased, the slope becomes shallower and, f
noise amplitude of 531024 @whose blurring effect on the
pattern is visible in Fig. 8~a!#, it approaches20.2560.04.
This value is compatible with the experimental results p
sented in@2,3#, although the range of values ofe accessible
in the simulations is much more limited than in the labo
tory experiments. At largere, we find an exponent approach
ing 20.8860.05, slightly in excess of the experimental d
termination, the difference possibly originating from the fa
that SH type models are not expected to be accurate far f
onset.

When increasing the number of rolls toN532, a sizeable
effect on the scaling of the correlation length requires a m
weaker noise amplitude. An exponent20.6160.00 is ob-
tained in the absence of noise and it becomes20.4460.01
with a noise of amplitude 1.2531024 ~Fig. 7!. In this case,
the resulting blurring effect on the pattern is rather we
@Fig. 8~b!#. We note that, when measured in the samee
range, the slope obtained in the absence of noise is ste
for N532 than forN516. This effect is understood by no
ticing that varying both the system size and the value oe
according to the scaling law governing the correlation len
leads to qualitatively similar patterns@4#. The values ofe
considered withN532 thus correspond to larger effectiv
values in the simulations withN516 and fall in a range

FIG. 7. Time-averaged correlation lengthJ vs e for t548 and
N532 rolls without noise~crosses! and with a random noise o
amplitude 1.2531024 ~bullets!.

FIG. 8. Typical snapshots of convective patterns forP51.2, t
548, ande50.1 in the presence of a noise of amplitude 531024

for N516 rolls ~a! and amplitude 1.2531024, N532 rolls ~b!.
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where the correlation length decays faster. A slope clos
20.5 forN532 would require smaller values ofe, for which
reliable statistics request extremely long computations.

To summarize, in our simulations the correlation length
observed to vary as a power law with respect to the dista
to threshold. When considered in the same range ofe, the
exponent is affected by both the number of rolls in the c
vection cell and the random noise used to mimic the isola
defects created by the lateral walls. A sensitivity of scal
exponents to the amplitude of the noise was already not
in simulations of the usual SH equation in the absence
rotation @13#. In this context, the correlation increases co
tinuously in time like a power law. The corresponding exp
nent was obtained to be 1/5 in the absence of noise and
with a noise of amplitude 0.05. A regime with an expone
1/2 is eventually expected after all the isolated defects h
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been eliminated. In both the rotating and nonrotating pr
lems, the noise affects the density of isolated defects wh
influences the scaling exponents, making their value non
versal. In rotating convection, defects are, however, conti
ously formed as a consequence of the KL instability, a
nonuniversality is thus expected to persist.

The question remains as to the role of the Prandtl num
Preliminary simulations at infinite Prandtl number indica
that a random noise twice as strong is necessary to exe
visible influence on the correlation length, probably beca
of the absence of a mean flow, known to induce a m
chaotic dynamics.

Computer facilities were provided in part by the Progra
‘‘Simulations Interactives et Visualisation en Astronomie
Mécanique~SIVAM !.’’
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